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Future stomps SG, AGAIN-p. 18 
~ 
'The Central Florida Future 
~ 1987TheCenrtra Ronda Future 
Volume 19 i Number tiJ University of Central Florida/Orlando Tuesday, April 21 , 198 7 
WINNERS~ 
UCF researcher studies 
Russian space program 
by Jackie Fiorito 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese, 
UCF political science 
professor, will be visiting the 
U.S.S.R. ·to research the 
Soviet Space program from 
April 28 to May 9, 1987. 
"My area of research is 
International Cooperation 
and Space," she said. 
"During this trip, I want to 
find out why the Soviets have 
altered their space program 
policy over the past 18 
months (which affects 
international policy). 
however, the Soviets (who 
used to be a "closed" 
program) are picking up our 
slack and making goud 
offers for scientific 
cooperation with countries 
we used to do business with." 
She said that in order to 
visit the Soviet Union, she 
had to apply for a Business 
Visa. "They issue either 
Business Visas or Vacation 
Visas - no passports. I 
started the visa application 
proceduTe in January, 1987 
and still haven't received 
word as to whether they will 
permit me to visit their 
country. 
"If it weren't for a former 
student who I taught in 
Switzerland, Eileen 
O'Connor, I wouldn't even be 
able to visit Russia and 
research the Soviet space 
program nor interview their 
personnel." 
The Central Florida Future staff celebrates following its victory over student government. 
Members of the team included from left to right: Steve Pustelnyk, Chad Salinas. Chris 
Richcreek. Keith Porter. Don Whittekind and Jan Hemp. 
"The Challenger explosion 
has curtailed a lot of U.S. 
space-related activities. For 
example: commerical 
satellites are no longer 
being launched from 
Kennedy Space Center and 
the U.S. will not be flying a 
British astronaut on their 
shuttles (there will be a 
Russian Cosmonaut 
instead). 
"The U.S. used to conduct a 
lot of space science projects 
with other countries Now, 
She said that O'Connor is a 
producer for ABC news in 
Moscow. She added that 
O'Connor has contacts in the 
space program , and has 
SG launches campaign 
to halt federal aid cuts 
by Keith Porter 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
"We are trying to motivate the 
student," Ponce said. "When is the 
last time students stood together? But 
I'm happy to report 1000 responses 
In response to proposed financial and we only started it Monday 
aid cuts in Washington, the Student afternoon." 
Government has began a letter A summary of the budget cutting 
campaign open to all students and measure proposed by President 
faculty. The preprinted letters are Reagan tells the story. In order to 
being distributed throughout the balance the federal budget, the 
campus and will appear in this issue administration has tried to 
of The Central Florida Future. terminate 20 of 29 financial aid 
SG Senator Mario Ponce, is programs currently being funded. 
asking students to use the response In terms of UCF, if the current 
card and drop it in a large box at the projections go unopposed, the 
Kiosk. university stands to lose one-third of 
The plans for the response card it's current enrollement. 
include a press conference and a Other campuses stand to lose even 
mass mailing to congressmen. more. The University of Florida A 
"Three thousand responses are the &M projects it will lose one-half of 
go 1, 11 Ponce said. "We will call a it's students and therefore have to 
press conference including radio, close the school. Also because of 
all the T. V. stations, and reductions last year, the overall loss 
newspapers- including the will be 63 percent in just two years. 
Future-to show that UCFs students "Some students are asking, 'why 
are not as apathetic as they believe. such a severe cut?" Ponce said. "The 
We want to lay all 3000 cards on reasoning that some congressmen 
tables, sit behind them, and conduct have given us is the Gramm-
the press conference. I'm sure this Rudman Bill (which calls for a 
will get their attention. balanced national budget)." 
We also will bring the T.V. With a 
cameras into a full class of students, Democratic-controlled Congress, 
and then a k half of them to leave. the cuts are under heavy opposition, 
~ e will tell the press this is what the but many believe any cuts would hit 
cla rooms of UCF will look like if already hard-pressed students. 
pr pos d cuts go through. Ponce expects many difficulties 
Th 1 tter read, "Hell No, we for UCF if cuts are carried out. 
n 't go... to cla if Student "Tuition will go up, sports 
fin ncial id i Cut. I am against programs will be adversely affected, 
propo d cut in Federal financial and teachers will lose positions 
id for high r Education", and are along with many staff members," he 
ing p n red by th UCF Student 
o ·ernment. SEE PETITION PAGE 5 
SEE RUSSIA PAGE 5 
OUCH Roland Dube/Centro Florido Future 
Scorpions do live in Florida. If you get stung by a creature that resembles 
this one, you have succomb to a scorpion. Treatment for a scorpion 
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Campus ·publications are criticized 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Two student newspapers fe11 into trouble 
last week, one for trying to cover too much 
campus news, the other for allegedly not 
covering enough. 
Administrators at Tulsa (Okla.) Junior 
College fired the second student newspaper 
editor in a month, apparently for 
"questioning policy." 
In Wisconsin, student politicians at the 
University of Wisconsin at LaCrosse 
replaced the student editor of The Racquet, 
the campus paper, for not devoting enough 
news space to student government 
activities. 
It was the third recent example of student 
press turmoil. Conservative students failed 
in an attempt to assume control of the Daily 
Cardinal at the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison in mid-March. 
Student governments, says David Knott, 
president of the College Media Advisors, 
"tend to be a lot more restrictive (in 
newspaper policy) than administrators." 
"Young people," be adds, "try to exert their 
perceived political clout, usually because 
they have a personal axe to grind." 
But the case at Tulsa, he says, is "just 
incredible." 
There, journalism instructor M. Rogers 
McSpadden fired Horizon editor Dana 
Mitchell, apparently for not "projecting a 
positive image for the school," reports David 
Arnett, who was Mitchell's predecessor. 
Arnett himself had been fired a month 
earlier, for arguing that McSpadden did not 
have the right to review The Horizon's 
content after Arnett had finished editing it. 
Mitchell lost her job after arguing that 
McSpadden should not have altered 
reporters' work without their knowledge. 
TJC President Alfred Philips, who 
claimed control over The Horizon's content 
in 1976, when he was offended by an 
editorial favoring the building of a reform 
school near campus, refused to comment on 
the controversy. 
"I would file suit today if I could," Arnett 
says, adding he plans to do so "in a couple of 
weeks." The American Civil Liberties famn:;;{,;:,:;:;:;~,;::".:;:::;:::;::m::'::J:::~:~:::T::'rn~::,: 
Union has agreed to represent him. 
His hand is forced, Arnett says, since 
Philips won't respond to requests to reinstate 
students' editorial control of The Horizon. 
SEE EDITORS PAGE 7 
Pyramid schemes extract 
heavy losses from students 
by Susan Skorupa 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Bradley University campus 
security director. ''They turn 
up every two or three years, 
----------- but more often it's something 
Students at at least nine 
different campuses have 
been drawn into illegal 
"pyramid" investment 
schemes during the last four 
weeks, and some are 
suffering hefty financial 
losses. 
The scbP.me, called 
"airplane," has involved up 
to 20 percent of the student 
bodies at I11inois, Illinois 
State, Bradley, Eastern 
Illinois, Maryland, Iowa, 
Iowa State and schools in 
Texas, Oklahoma and 
Washington, D.C., a~ong 
others. 
"Things like this are 
cyclical," says Dave Baer, 
like a chain letter." 
In 1982, Michigan State 
officials reported a similar 
game "spreading like 
wildfire," eventually 
attracting University of 
Michigan students. 
This time, students 
playing "airplane" pay as 
much as $1500 to buy "seats" 
on an imaginary plane, 
assuming the positions of a 
pilot, two co-pilots, four 
stewardesses and eight 
passengers. 
When the plane is "full"-
meaning all the positions 
are bought-- the pilot collects 
up to $12,000 from the other 
players' investments. The 
plane then "splits," and co-
pilots become pilots of their 
own planes, recruiting eight 
new players to perpetuate the 
game. All other players 
move up to higher positions, 
hoping to become pilots and 
collect the investments 
themselves. 
Unfortunately, few players 
ever become pilots, and most 
lose their investments. 
"The game requires a 
geometric increase," 
explains Phil Mueller of the 
I11inois attorney general's 
office. "Those who start the 
airplane make money, but 
they soon run out of bottom-
side people, and someone gets 
stuck." 
University of Illinois 
SEE PYRAMID PAGE 9 
• UCF PASSES 35,000 MARK National Academy of •STUDENT HAZING Regional Juvenile Detention 
Seventeen years and Engineering, at 2:30 p.m. In one of the few instances Center. 
nearly 35,000 degrees after Graduates in business in which hazing resulted in The presentation will take 
its first Commencement, the and health will be awarded a jail sentence, Superior place at Conference Room #1 
Unl·vers1'ty of Central Court Judge Peter Hairston on the first floor of the State 
their degrees at 8 a.m.; those Offi B ·1d· t 400 W t Florl.da W1·11 award 1,500 sentenced Steven Jones, 22, ice m mg a es in arts and sciences at 11 b s t O 1 d more dun.ng the three to two years in prison for Ro inson tree , r an o, 
a.m.; and those in Fl 'd 32801 Ceremonl·es on May 1. d d beating two Omega Psi Phi on a · engineering, e ucation an 
The three even ts-at 8 liberal studies at 2:30 p.m. pledges on the head with a •SPRING BREAK campus. 
a.m., 11 a.m., and 2:30 piece of wood. Citing feelings of 
ld h Dr. New~l W. Comish, y l · U · I d' p.m.-will be he in t e a paraiso · m n iana "isolation," black students 
UCF gymnasium, located in professor of management last week suspended Sigma from predominantly white 
until his retirement last p· d h lt d 11 k the Educational Complex. 1 an a e a gree campuses met with black 
· ·11 t December, will be elevated to t' 't' fio a week i'n The ceremonies w1 pu ac ivi ies r students from predominant-emeritus status at the first tal' ti fi 11 d UCF degrees over the 35,000 re ia on or an a ege ly black campuses in 
mark since June 14, 1970, ceremony. sexualassaultatSigmaPi. Daytona Beach April 11 to 
when home town astronaut One hundred and sixty "open a network for com-
John Young spoke to 423 graduates will be awarded •JUVENILE CRIME munication." 
charter gr duates in their degrees with honors On May 1, 1987 at 9:00 Students from 25 colleges 
•LAWSCHOOL 
The number of first-year 
law students fell by 1.5 
percent since the 1985-86 
school year, the American 
Bar Association reported last 
week. Total law school 
enrollment fell by . 7 percent, 
to 123,277 students this year. 
Orlando's Municipal that signify their relative a.m. 11:00 a.m., the said the meeting was a 
Auditorium (now the Bob standing in the tip 15 per cent Metropolitan Alcoholism chance for them "to party •PRANK KILLS STUDENT 
Carr Centre for the of the graduating class in Council will present the and not feel out of place for One student was killed 
Performing ts). their college. findings of a study of the once." and four other injured at the 
pe ker a 1 \ ill be F. I Persons planning to relationship between alcohol j Dover, Del., campus when a 
Philip Handy president of at end the ceremonies are /drug use and juvenile • PEA~E CORPS B.ANNED smoke bomb, ignited as a 
ark '1 \ ' In e tment a ked to be seated at least 15 crime. The study was con- Antioch President Alan "prank" by students Robert 
ompan of ''inter Park minutes prior to the ducted by Dr.. W~lliam I Guskin,Cwho h2el5ped start the Rumsey and Edward 
at a.m.; T. Terre11 scheduled starting time. Brown of the Umvers1ty of Peace orps years ago, M Ge tarted fi · 
um ch irman of the Parking areas for visitors Central Florida, Sociology agreed with a student c e, ~ a ire m a 
Florida Board of Regents, t ill be de ignated and UCF Department and was done petition to keep Peace Cor~s dorm Apnl 12. G 
11 nd Hugh H. police officer \ ill be on I with the cooperation of the recruiters off the Ohio Rumse~ and Mc ree were 
!ill r. u ive directory. h nd to lend a i tance. staff of the Orlando campus because the corps charged with manslaughter. 
4, The Central Florida Future. Aprn 21. 1987 
Cyanide death tape 
spurs custody battle 
In court documents, 
Staff Report Jackson maintains he 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE thought Hermann was 
joking when he collapsed. 
A Hampshire College Moments before drinking 
student is fighting for from the cup, Hermann had 
custody of a videotape he took delivered a speech about 
of a prospective Hampshire growing conservatism at the 
freshman dying of cyanide school. 
poisoning. · Hermann had dropped out 
Officials at the Amherst, of high school, despite being 
Mass., college and the dead known as an exceptional 
boy's mother want to destroy student in science and math. 
the tape if they get it. The He was scheduled to enter 
student who taped the episode Hampshire College in the 
says he owns the tape because fal 1. 
of a Hampshire policy Since then, Jackson, 
giving students ownership of Hampshire and Carol 
their work. Clark- Hermann's 
Last week, Amherst mother- have been 
District Attorney Edward claiming ownership of the 
Etheredge, who has the tape, tape. 
asked the Hampshire County Until Etheridge's appeal 
Superior Court to determine last week, out-of-court efforts 
the rightful owner. to resolve the dispute have 
The fight about the tape been stalled. 
arose from an April, 1986 Hampshire Attorney 
incident in which David Kaplan says "nothing 
Hampshire student Phillip is happening" on the legal 
Jackson shot a tape of front. 
Andrew L. "As far as I'm concerned, 
Hermann, then 1 7, taking a it's tragic for the boy that 
drink from a cup, and then drank the stuff, and the 
lying down. whole thing should be dealt 
Unbeknownst to Jackson with expeditiously," he said. 
and Hermann's brother "This whole thing is 
Stephen, who were watching slanderous to the child's 
the tape as it was being made memory. 
on closed-circuit tv from "The longer people fight 
Hampshire's studio, over (the tape) the stupider it 
Hermann had actually gets." 
drank a Kool-Aid mixture The college wants to 
laced with cyanide, and was 
dying. SEE CYANIDE PAGE 9 
FOLLOW 
YOUR NO'S 






Oreat copies. oreat people. 
127 West Fairbanks 
(across from Bailey's) 
plenty of off-street lighted parking 
(305) 628-5255 
M-F 7 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Sun. 12 noon-9 p.m. 
Serving The UCF Community 
• Savings Accounts 
• Checking Accounts 
• Daily Interest on 
Checking & Savings 
the UCF 
• New and Used Vehicle Loans 
• Automatic Teller Network 
• Mastercard 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
Located Right On Campus (across from Bookstore) 








ATTE r------·1 GRADUATES RETURN THIS FORM WITH CHECK TO: 
Your GRADUATION CEREMONY 
will be available on VIDEOTAPE 
from WUCF-FM. 
You can order a 14 MINUTE 
(approx.) tape of the 
PROCESSIONAL, OPENING 
REMARKS, CHANGING OF THE 
TASSEL AND PRESENTATION OF 
YOUR DEGREE. 
The cost is $17.00 plus $3.00 for 
shipping and handling. 
Complete and return the follow~ng 
form. 
r lake check for $20.00 payable to 
"WUCF-FM" 
Please allow a minimum of 8 weeks 
for delivery. 
Brought to you rourtesy of 
-ATa.T 
The right choice. 
I WUCF-FM 
I UNIVERSITY OF 
CENTRAL FLORIDA 


















It was a dangerous 
time to be young. 
FREE SCREENING 
THURSDAY, APRIL 23 
7:30 PM 
An impossible time 
to be a hero. 
This is the story of 
the other side of war ... 
the war at home.~ 
AMC FASHION VILLAGE 
EIGHT THEATRES 
735 HERNDON AVENUE 
sponsored by 
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
Tickets are required. Tickets available at Student Center 
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RUSSIA 
FROM PAGE 1 
managed to tentative} • 
arrange an interview ·ith 
Dr. Roald Sagdeev, head of 
the Soviet space program. I 
am also trying to see if it is 
possible to visit Star City, 
which is a cosmonaut 
training center that is nine 
times larger then the 
Kennedy Space Center. 
"I would also like to visit 
Leningrad because of their 
museums, but that is doubtful 
because I need a Vacation 
Visa in order to sightsee. As 
a matter of fact, I am visiting 
Russia at "their" request 
(because a friend invited me) 
and will not be able to leave 
the town she lives in to visit 
other areas of Russia. I must 
stay in the same town as 
Eileen because the Business 
Visa is more guarded than 
the Vacation Visa. 
"I plan to talk with the 
Western journalists 
stationed in Russia. I believe 
they will offer a lot more 
insightful information 
because they are very 
familiar with Soviet space 
program events and can sort 
through the propaganda." 
PETITION 
FROM PAGE l 
said. "Our Federal 
comtributions are based on 
our enrollement. A future 
·Student Union and Field 
House would probably never 
materialize. It affects us all. 
"Congress told us there is a 
lot of opposition (to the 
proposed cuts), and most of 
this is Democratic 
opposition. The problem is 
that not all feel that way. We 
need to let them know that 
students care. 
"We are advocating no 
reductions be made in terms 
of financial aid for higher 
education, but that the budget 
remain untouched. I might 
add that the Florida Student 
Association, The National 
Student Roundtable (in 
which Ponce is a member), 
and many Congressmen in 
Florida feel strongly about 
it." 
Ponce recently was in 
Washington, D.C., at a 
large national gathering of 
Student Government 
senators, to protest 
reductions. 
Lemons were presented to an 
aide of the Secretary of 
Education, William 
Bennett. The senators also 
talked to other aides, a few 
congressmen, and to the 
press. 
"I strongly believe that 
their aides have influence 
(over the congressmen)," 
Ponce said. "I believe the 
heart of the matter is 
response from their 
constituents. The audacity of 
such a proposal deserves a 
response, and we the 
students of UCF have the 
opportunity to react. 
"Today's response can 
contribute to tomorrow. If 
you would like to get more 
facts and figures, come to the 
SG offices. The last day is 
Wednesday." 
6, The Central Ronda Future. April 21. 1987 
Don't lake Your Organs To Heaven 
Heaven Knows We Need The111 Here. 
: • I • . • ," . • :. • ·_.. •/' "'. ' • • : • • •• • • • • • . 
• "'" • • "' • • • • • • t • • • • • : . . . •. . ... . . 
Because of a 
teenager,a crime 
didn't happen here. 
Teenagers are the victims of 
violent crimes by strangers over 
2000 times every dey. 
But one smart teenager wasrrt 
going to let it happen again. He 
gave his friend a ride home 
rather than let him walk where 
it was dark and dangerous. 
Learn to protect yourself and 
your friends. Contact your local 
police or sheriff's crime preven-
'~ tion unit for more informa-
,,.~ ,. i- e< tion. You can help ... 
REPORTERS NEEDED! 
Call 275-2865 for more info. The Central 
Florida Future. 
GRADUATING BUSINESS SENIORS! 
PRUDENTIAL HAS EXPANDED! 
America's largest insurance and financial 
servk,e company has opened a new of-
fice in South Orlando and has openings 
for multi-level agents and registered 
representatives. An excellent opportunity 
· with extensive financial product line, ex-
cellent benefits and training program. For 
a confidential interview, call Mike Richter 
at (305) 857-1371. 
The Prudential @ill ........ 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
1- -- - ---·- • 
I $10.00 
I on Video Transfers I 
Transfer your movies, slides & prints to Video Cassettes! I 
:EXPRESS· 
I PHOTO I 
1 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING 
One coupon per order. $40.00 i i urr\ p ease. I 
Good at all 3 locations 
INDEPENDENT STUDY 
BY CORRESPONDENCE 
•The State University System of Florida• 
ENROLL NOW AND STUDY . 
AT HOME THIS SUMMER =i 
for a free course catalog r ... !J l /~1': 
call(904)392-H11or ~-. j 1,-, 
write: Independent Study, ~· ,·/. /__JI 
Gainesville, FL 32603 ·:.,CfJ .~ ~<:-:::_ .t;.! '-:.-
,, <\c-" IC:-"' --·~. _,.: 
-- 'Q.' h-::1.-.:f .-=-1 ,,..--- _,. //=' ----1-.-~ 
/ /~ ..... --;:::- 1./ 





money you need 
for your tuition. 






I:~ You do not have .. $· to be in the Navy 
t~t 
·[~ ~~a~P~;~~o~ay 
' for eligibility 
, requirements. 
(305) 644-1100 
Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union 
Naval Training Center• Orlando, Florida 32813-8001 
(305) 644-1100 
'ANCHOR YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE WITH US" 
Need a Lift 
Somewhere? 
Next Time Try Student 
Government's Carpool 
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fc ul · became so upset by The Racquet"s 
coverage of student government hat he 
---------------- threatened to appoint someone to oversee 
ALAFAYA :~ 
<J-
leaving for Summer? 
Leave worry FREE! 
Store with us. 
3651 Alaf aya Trail • 366-8825 
:· 
,• • .... • :.:• • • •• J\.• v .•.•,••••.• •;1 • ••• •,•,• •• •.• • ,•' 
"It is our newspaper, after all," says 
Vivian 1arston, Philips' secretary. 
TJC refers to The Horizon as a lab 
exercise," meaning the college can regulate 
the paper's content as readily as it can 
regulate the content of any of its classes. 
The U.S. Supreme Court says that later in 
1987, it will rule on a similar case 
questioning a high school principal's right 
to control the content of a "lab paper." 
"It has nothing to do with censorship," 
contends Dr. William Sutterfield, provost of 
TJC's Metro Campus. "I think Mr. Arnett 
just wanted to have his own campuswide 
paper." 
Arnett has started an alternative paper for 
the time being, but says he is handicapped by 
a McSpadden ruling that students who work 
on The Horizon cannot work on Arnett's 
paper. 
Ball State's Knott thinks the TJC case is 
odd because "administrators usually 
understand and appreciate (the press' 
adversarial relationship with government) 
better than young people." 
In LaCrosse, student President Barry 
IN VIETNAM 
THE WIND DOESN'T BLOW 
IT SUCKS 
Stanley Kubrick's 
FULL METAL JAC 
STARRI G WARNrn BROS PRESENTS srANlfY KUBRICK'S ml MHAlJACKH 
MAHHEW MOOINE ADAM BAlOWIN VINC[Nl o·o OfAIO lH fRMfY DORIAN HAR[WOOO ARUSS HOWARD KfVYN MAJOR HOWARD rn O'ROSS 
CREE Pls SlANlEY KUBRICK ICHAfl HfRA GUSlAV HASfOAO ~~~~8Rr1n~~s~~ GUSTAV HASfORO cop ooucER PHIUP HOBBS ~~6%~~~~ JAN HARlAN 
P iDlfWo s 0 SlA lfY KUBRICK " • • n 
everything the paper prints, recalls Barbara 
Teml, the paper's entertainment editor. 
"It's no just Barry Mc ulty, it's the whole 
Studen Sena e that's not happy with the 
coverage," says Vice President Tom Bush. 
Bush was upset that The Racquet refused 
to print" an article written by senators about 
a proposal to have students pay a surcharge if 
they take more than 128 credits within four 
years. 
McNulty, who did not return College Press 
Service's calls, went on to lead a successful 
effort to replace editor Dennis Cooley, who 
was running for editor again this fall , 
Cooley says. 
Mass Communications Professor Patricia 
Muller, however, thinks the vote to replace 
Cooley may have been invalid because, if the 
group was going by Roberts' Rules of Order, 
there wasn't the quorum necessary for a 
legal vote. 
The current Racquet staff intends to 
appeal the decision to the student court and to 
the Arts Committee, Cooley says. 
"Student government should have no say 





Don't take a 
chance with your 
Government check. · 
Sign up for Direct · 
Deposit. Then your 
check won't end 
up behind the TV; 
under the sofa, or 
in someone elses 
pocket. Ask for 
Direct Deposit 
wherever you have 
a checking or sav-
ings account. 
• 1) i; 1 J{-t i::»EPOSIT 
You'll never have 
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NINE DA VS ONLY 











April 29-May 1 
8:30 A. . - 7:00 P. . 
8:30 A. . - 5:00 P.M. 
8:30 A. . - 8:00 P. . 







Build A Sound 
Career As A 
Stockbroker 
We are a large nationwide 
investment banking firm seeking 
highly motivated graduates from all 
majors to train as account executives. 
This is your first step towards 
becoming a stock broker. Potential 
eranings of more than $100,000 or ~ore 
a year. To qualify, you must accept our 
training program, become licensed and 
have a college degree (or be scheduled 
to graduate by July.) ~ 
To see if you qualify, please call : 
Tim Bogdany (B.A. '84) 
(305) 339-7004 
Start building a solid financial career with us._today. 
INCORPORATED 
Investment Bankers 
Member NASD 0 SIFC 
PYRAMID 
FROM PAGE3 
Ce'1 a ·oo •e. · 21. 1987. 9 
involved, he admi . "But Diamondback, he campus 
our staff put the situation to paper. 
bed very quickly. ow, "Ho ever, it has spread to 
anyone who gets involved is se 7 eral other Maryland 
students, looking for more referred to law enforcemen campuses and into the 
"bottom-side" players, report officials or to the student ashington, D.C. area." 
taking the game to other judicial system." Administrators say it's 
schools to prevent "crashes." Other schools also report hard to stop. 
"You pull in people you the game usually moves In Maryland, a campus 
know and they pull in more quickly through campuses. police investigation yielded 
people," Mueller says, "but At the University of Io a, no arrests and the state 
eventually it will fail "it's died out already," says attorney general's office 
because you can't continue to Monico Seigel, university refuses to comment on its 
recruit enough players." editor for the Daily Iowan. investigation. 
At Bradley, for instance, "The games have very short Johnson County (Iowa) 
the game surfaced and lives, but I heard some Attorney J. Patrick White 
disappeared quickly because students took it to Iowa State says his office has received 
few players invested. recently." no complaints about the 
"We have about 3,000 The move from campus to scam, but, "anything that 
students here and most of campus is common, says involves the paying of money 
them know each other," Willard Broom, Illinois' for a chance is illegal" 
explains Baer. "There's associate dean of students. unless the game is affiliated 
some peer pressure. If some "The game moved quickly with a licensed organization 
students think the scheme is through this part of the state," or raffie. 
crazy, most of the others will he says. "It cropped up after In II lino is, some 
listen. The game quickly spring break, but the whole participants are claiming the 
runs out of students to make scheme requires moving game is legal to attract new 
it work." from one area to another, players. but "it's false to say 
Baer says several students students taking it from one that/' Mueller says. "It's just 
brought the scam to campus campus to another." illegal regardless of how 
after spring break, and Several hundred students many players there are or 
organized promotional at the University of whethf>r you report the 
meetings. But dorm staff Maryland bought into the income." 
members, who observed the scam, especially fraternity Mueller admits it's hard to 
meetings, warned students members, but "it's already track down and prosecute 
the plan was illegal. pretty much died here," says individual players or game 
"There may have been a Bart Greenwalt, associate leaders, "so we're going the 
few students who got news editor for The warning route. 
Don't Rent! CYANIDE FROM PAGE4 destroy the tape if granted 
custody, says spokesman 
Russell Powell. 
Own Your Own! 
2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail 
Become Your Own Landlord 
Many smart UCF students who 
own their own apartments have 
rommates to help share ex-
penses. Come and see why and 
how the parents of these 
students have chosen to buy a 
townhome for their sons and 
daughters. It's a good deal for 
everyone and you'll want one 
too! 
$340 /fP~I* 
No Closing Costs. 
_J;e5 
/l ~led ceilings lJ Open, Spacious plan 
Large master bedroom suite 







Furnished model open daily ~:il• ·. -. -- ,:.- --- _,:- -:~ - ~~-· 0 Washer and Dryer 
Mon.-Sat. lOAM - 6PM. ~ ·· .:' Jl:i!MI ,., ·Ml.t. O Blind:J 
un.l2noon-6PM. ~ Fox Hunt Lanes DPaddleFans 
- --* Sale price $53,900, $2,700 down. SSl,200 mortgage, 7% A.R.M., plus or minus 2% Annual Cap, Lifetime Cap 13% 
Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. A.P.R. 8% or Low Fixed Rates. 
Powell says he's not 
absolutely sure, but thinks 
Hampshire claims custody 
because the school paid for 
equipment. 
"Students use the studio 
primarily for academic 
work, but they can use it for 
independent projects like 
this one, too," he says. 
Joan Van Tol, attorney at 
the National Association of 
College and University 
Attorneys, says she knows of 
no statutes dealing with 
ownership of students' work. 
Mrs. Hermann could not be 
reached for comment. Her 
attorney could not be reached, 
and has declined to talk to 
other reporters about the case. 
Producer Jackson and his 
attorney could not be reached 
for comment, but Jackson is 
said to claim the tape because 
of a school policy granting 
ownership of academic work 
to students. 
Jackson has not said what 
he intends to do with the 
tapes, but has said he doesn't 









Crime Prevention Coalition 
Box 6600 
• Rockville. Md. 20850 
TAKE A BITE OUT OF 
Opinioni~---. ~~~~~~~~~ 
No more talk ... 
It's time for action 
on arms control 
"An actual reduction in the number of nuclear 
weapons would be an historic first-an 
accomplishment both sides could build upon for 




But will it ever happen? 
This has become the best of times for a true arms 
talk aimed at reducing and restricting the use of 
nuclear armaments. It finally seems that both 
sides are willing to sit down and talk. 
Yet this could also be the worst of times, if the 
latest attempt to resolve the philosophical 
differences over killing weapons falls short. 
When, then, will another one occur? 
That's why realistic arrangements for a 
summit that brings results are needed. Meetings 
in Geneva later this month need to bring 
conclusive results, not the same . old political 
rhetoric that has flooded the past talks. 
The first move was set up by Secretary of State 
George Schultz in his recent Moscow trip. He was 
followed by Democratic members of Congress, 
who made a larger step in the direction of 
limiting medium-range nuclear arms. 
These initial talks have yielded some positive 
results, or so it seems. House Speaker Jim 
Wright claims that the United States was in its 
best position to combine with the Soviets on the 
proposition of reducing nuclear arms. 




the House . 
So much political talk. Yet so little political 
action. Meanwhile, the threat of nuclear war, 
although weakened somewhat by better relations 
in the past year, is still present. 
There needs to be a serious summit. President 
Ronald Reagan needs to meet with Soviet leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev, face to face, nation to nation. 
Some compromises need to be made today. 
"I remain optimistic that we've got an historic 
opportunity to get meaningful arms-control 
agreements with the Soviet Union. n 
---Howard Baker 
Chief of Staff 
White House 
"It is my hope that the process now under way 
continues ... and that Mr. Gorbachev and I can 
complete an historic agreement on East - West 




No more political talk. Instead, human action 
is needed. The future of the world is controlled by 
a red button, and that's not right. Only through 
decisive action can this button be defused, and 
ultimate danger averted. 





















Jim Dona o 
ad Graziadio 
Kids have a way to attack parents 
Drug bust: A twelve-year-old turned in her 
parents for smoking marijuana the other day. 
What a trip! 
While many are considering the social 
ramifications of such an event, I haven't heard 
anyone talking about what this is going to do to 
parents' control over their children. · 
Think about it, how many people do you know 
who are into some kind of drugs, be it 
marijuana or something more potent? If you're 
halfway open-minded .or "hip," you probably 
know quite a few. If you aren't, then you still 
probably know some and they just don't tell you 
about it. 
What I'm getting at is that a lot of people are 
into recreational drugs. Quite a few of these 
people have children. The children, whether the 
parents think so or not, usually know what 
mom and dad are up to. 
This recent rash of kids turning in their 
parents could sure put a dent into the old 
fashioned restriction. 
I canjust see it now. 
Morn: "Go to your room Johnny, and no 
dinner for you tonight!" 
Johnny: "Oh yeah, well I might have shaved 
the cat, but at least I don't smoke pot!" 
Mom: "You little brat, you're grounded!" 
Johnny: "Sure mom, ground me. 'Cause all I 
have to do is make a quick call to McGruff the 
Crime Dog, and whammo, you're history!" 
Yes, the implications could be devastating. 
And it will only get worse. The same 
conversation a year down the line: 
Mom: "Go to your room Johnny, and no 
dinner for you tonight!" 
Johnny: "911 mom, 911..." 
Mom: "How about some peanut butter ice 
cream dear ... " 
The only answer is for the police to stop 
taking these kinds of calls. Really, if mom and 
dad are beating the heck out of the kid, 
something has to be done. However, mom and 
dad doing some pot now and then just doesn't 
seem to be on that same level. 
I guess not even the home is safe these days. 
Future 19, SG 18: Yes, the Fighting Journalists 
knocked off the SG "Dogs" for the second 
straight year. 
However, we here at the paper are not the kind 
to rub in a victory, right? 
Wrong. Ha! We beat you again! Even with your 
ringer from baseball land! Our pitcher had to go 
back real far to catch his fly ball. Ah well, such 
is life. 
. Oh yeah, we didn't manage to break J.J. 
Mandato's arm. but we can explain. You see, his 
play at short stop was instrumental in our win. 
We couldn't afford to have him leave the game. 
Everyone else says our most valuable player 
award should go to Keith Porter, one of our 
reporters who hit a beautiful home run, but I'm 
afraid J.J. outdid him. So here it is, The Central 
Florida Future's MVP award goes to J.J. 
Mandato for his outstanding play at short stop 
- for the other team. 
As always, have a great day and good luck on 
those tests. 
Letters n:\:t=:::::::=::::r}:;:::}:~:~r~t=;}?/:::::===:~:::rf'~':::::=r::::::=~'\f:''r=:::::::::{::?/?-:::r=,,:,,,:::::,:::=:=:::::=t=::r:::::=:t:==='=''t==:=:'?.=='===::::::=:r===:r}t:m===?~:==?.~::::=t=r=:}~fa~{='~'''{(::=====· ·::,,9;;,:_, :~;;:::, ,,·,. 
Student Aid Graduate Fellowships, You can tell Florida 
International Studies, Library Legislatures that you are 
Editor, Research, etc. In addition, the against cuts in Financial Aid 
Ad Production Manager 
Publishing Systems Coordinator 
Classified Ad Manager 
Subscriptions Manager 
As the cost to attend college popular GSL program will be cut for higher education. Very 
continues to rise, families and from $3 billion to $1.1 7 billion. simply, fill out the response card 
individuals are finding that In all, 20 of the current 29 available in this issue and send 
financial aid is harder to come programs will be eliminated. it to the kiosk. Just a few short 
by. Some speculate that tuition, Should any cuts be adopted, the minutes of your time can make 
books, and other fees are students at UCF and throughout a difference. The cards wm 
climbing so rapidly that it may the nation will be adversely then be sent to our Congress 
soon be financially prohibitive affected. Here, at home, the people asking them to respond 
to pursue higher education, impac~ could include an overall and support our cause. Today's 
creating a wider gap for reduction of enrollment as much students are tomorrow's leaders 
education opportunity. The as 33 percent, in that 5,000 and a proper education is 
· e cc is er Reagan Administration has curre~t recipients w.ould lose essential to our ability to fulfill 
eireyDarcangelo proposed a 46 percent cut in financial support, whlch would our responsibilities to this 
student financial aid. The average about $2,000 per year. nation. React today like no other 
proposal calls for the The University alone stands to campus. 
Acii~:ltri:ll'l. IX termination of the following lose over $10 million in aid. 
programs: ffiSL, SEOG, C S, You, the students, are being 
Teacher Scholarships Tational given an opportunity to react. 
s 












~OIJ..EGE PRESS SERVICE 
ACROSS 
1 Chinese pagoda 
4 Let In 
9 Eggs 
12 Everyone 
13 Sounds a horn 1• Lair 
15 Insect 
16 Book of Old 
Testament 











17 East Indian 
palm: pl. 
' 19 ror Instance 




25 Century plant 
26 Bullets 
27 Beginners 
29 Title of respect 
31 Cudgel 
Cl IEE' ' ER\\"()( >I) 
. - ...... • .. 
CHEE\'ER"l)()I) 
17 One followlng 
18 Small house 
20 Yes: Sp. 
21 Football score: 
abbr. 
56 Paid notices 
57 Organ of sight 
58 Remains 
59 Asiatic ox 
DOWN 
1 Aap 
33 Country vf 
Europe 
37 Army officers 
abbr. -
l 'NON'VeR u: \1-\eRe\.\.. 
e'/€R Be AN'/ f"A16U\..OUS 




28 Land measure 
30 Generously 
32 Word of sorrow 








2 Sudsy brew 













.;2 Roman 1001 




48 Simple lyric 
49 High card 
50 Deposit 






THE. 19TH STUDENT SENATE 
2~)rd SESSION 










Revising Statutes-- 608.A): This bill clarifies the duties of the Student Government Secretary 
In re~ards to Election Statutes (ConiQlio, Remains in EA) 
Revising Statutes- 504.2: This bill clanfles the procedures in swearing In a Student 
Government Offflcer (Wendrzyk, Remaira in LJR) 
Revising Statutes- 700.1 II: This bill gives LJR jurisdiction over Impeachment proceedings 
(Carter. Assigned to LJR) 
Establishing the Regional/State Relation Committee as a Stading Committee: This reso-
lution sets up the specifications of the Regional/State Relation Committee as a standing 
committee (Ponce, Assigned to LJR) 
Creating a Teacher Evaluation Ad Hoc Committee: this resolution sets up the specifi-
cations of a Teacher Avaluatlon Ad Hoc Committee (Carter. Assigned to SP) 
Recommending Standardization of the UCF Mascot: This resolution addresses the 
administration on the desirability of a standard UCF mascot (Carter. Assigned to SP) 
Recommending Painting the Water Tower: This resolution addersses the administration on 
placing a design on the water tower (Carter. Assigned to SP) 
19-32 Requesting the Administratiopn to Paint the Water Tower: This resolution asks that the 
letters UCF be painted on the water tower by the administration (Cline, Assigned to SP) 




Revising Statutes-- 400.4 II: This bill clarifies the procedures in swearing In a Student 
Government Officer (Wendrzyk, 24-Y) 
Changing the Senate Meeting Time of Summer Semester: This bill changes the Senate 
meeting time to 5:00 p.m. on Sundays during the summer( Wendrzyk. 24-Y) 
RESOLUTIONS: 
19-29 Congratulating Athletic Director Gene McDowell on Gate Crasher Fund Raiser. This 
resolution congratulates Coach Gene McDowell on his efforts during the Gate Crasher 
19-33 
Fund Raiser (Carter, 24-Y) 
Recognizing Coach Gene McDowelrs Outstanding Efforts for UCF Athletics: This resolution 
gives recognition to Gene McDowell for his part in UCF Athletics (Reid. 24-Y) 
• • Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators, and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes. 
C&O FUNDING 
Did you know that your c lub or organiza tion may be e lig ible for $250.00 In Office Supplies and/or 
Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addittion. If your club will be attending aconference or 
convention It may be e lig ible for up to $300.00 to cover registra tion fees. Either way. stop by the 




APRIL 16, 1987 
CONFIRMATIONS 
The Senate confirmed the 
following people to Student 
Government positions: 
Chris Broome 






Students are Invited to attend all Senate 
meetings. and to express any ideas or 
problems that they fell the Senate 
should work on. Senate meetings are 
held on Thursdays at 3:00 in the Tropical 
Oasis. 
STUDENTS 
If you have any comments. questions or 
concerns about the Senate Report. or 
any legislation. please contact JJ 
Mandatoatx2191orinSC151 . 
Student Government Is funded through 
the Activities and Service fee as 
a llocated by the Student Government 
of the University of Central Florida. 
SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. 
The following are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings: 
OAF Organizations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee revlews all changes to the Finance 
and any legislation requesting funding. Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
C&O Travel Clubs and Organizations:This committee decides whether a c lub receives funds for Office 
supplies/Advertising or Conference Registration . Tuesdays @ 5:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
LJR Legislative Judicial and Rules: This committ~e reviews legislation to change the Constitution, Statutes 
or Rules and Procedures. Wednesdays @ 4:00 pm in the Student Acitivites Center 
SP Services and Publicity: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student 
Government Services and Publicity. Mondays @ 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
EA Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all S.G. Appointments. and recommendations 
for changes to the Election Statutes. Tuesdays @ 6:00 pm in the Senate Work Room 
PR-Present (not enough information/uno e to decide) AS-Abstain (confl ct of interest) Y-Yes N- o Paid Advertisement 
eCe al do Futu e. Apr 21. 1987.11 
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A-Absen P-Present L-Lote E-Excused 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Little Sister lnttlallon tonight at the house 
at9:00p.m. 
Delta Tau Dela 
Congratulations to Dan 8r01Nne for 
Brother-<>f-the-year. We hope you stick 
around after graduation. Also. congrats 
to the rest of the award recelplents. 
Thank you BUI Grant for your hard work 
and dedication this semester for the 
p .. nple and gold. You are a major part of 
the fraternity. We wlll all be there to 




For Information on College Democrats. 
please call 4356 or 4277. 
Omicron Dela Epsllon 
The Economics Honors Society open to 
all students with on Interest in 
Economics. For more Information call 
Rob Alexander at the Economics 
Department275-2465. 
UCF Alkldo Club 
Japanese fine art self defense 
coordination mental and physical 
training. Classes Mon Wed Fri 7-9 pm Sat 
9-11 om Sun l-3 pm Multipurpose room 
Educallon Bldg. 
UCFClrcleK 
Join Circle K for a summer of funll Help 
others, meet friends. have fun. Circle K Is 
a service club, our meetings are 
Wednesday at 5:00 p .m. In PC 2-room 
107. See you there. 
UCFSurfClub 
Meetings still Wednesday at 5 p.m. 
room 336 in the Health and Physics 
Building. Don't miss out. you snooze, you 
lose. 
UCF Moo Duk Kwan/Toe Kwon Do Club 
will be forming FREE COED beginners 
classes starting May 11. Classes wlll be 
held l'v1on and Wed nights 8:30-l 0:30 
p.m. In the MPR In the Education Bldg. 
Call Louis at 331-7415 or Kevin at 281-
8492. 
•1a11111 
Share 3bdrm/2ba house. l mile from 
UCF 5190/mo + l /3 unlll. Avall Moy l. 282-
3614 eves/Wkends. 
Very responsible non-smoker: 2 bed/2 
bath, nearby; 220/mo.-Jo 273-6436 
Need Roommate: 2bd-2bath Fox Hunt 
Apt. Own bd-bth/225 dep. 225rt. l/3 ut. 
.. S.all Ca~ 678-1400 or Grace 277-621 l. 
Responsible, Non-smoker, for own 
furnished room and bath. Washer/dryer. 
l mile from UCF. 5175 + l /2 utll. Avallable 
now. 281-0571 eves/Wkend5. 
Male roommates needed for furnished 2 
bedroom 2 bath duplex has microwave. 
dryer, paddlefans, 5160/mo. 1/4 utilities. 
call Forrest or Hal. 27 3-5333. 
Single mother wants mature female 
roommate to share 3 br home In 
Huckleberry. Non-smoker, 5250/mo plu; 
utlBtles, full house privileges w/d. deposit 
requires. #273-9124 leal/e message. 
Female roommate: own room. Sl 35mo. 
$100 dep, l ml from UCF. Aval! May 1. 
Call 281-4672 for more Info. 
To share house. 2 mlles to UCF. Must 
have reference from the church pastor. 
5200/month coll 282-2440 
New split lever home, 2 ml from UCF. resp 
male needed for summer or perm 
(college grad preferred) features: own 
room / 2-car garage I washer I dryer I 
mlcro I fireplace I hi-fi VCR I 1Y I stereo I 
new furn/ pool, deck. hot tub planned 
for summer. 5250 month + 1/3 bills. 
Available Moy 1. 679-7645 for Info. 
Female roommate needed to share 2 
bedroom opt minutes from UCF. $195 
per month plus 1/2 utilities. Pool and 
tennis courts. Call 281-8303 avalloble 
Moyl. 
ITiiBlllt 
Tired ot Apt Lite? 
3 bed 2 bath with single garage 
furnished and very clean all appliances 
and washer dryer. Walk to UCF all for 
$575.00 260-0782 Broker/owner. 
Available Immediately near UCF l bdr 
1 bth 5295 2bdr /1 bth 5400 425-0470 
Fox Hunt Lanes Townhouse 2 bedroom 2 
bath with washer and dryer. One month 
FREE rent with 12 month lease. 
5500/month $500 dep. Mark 365-7361 . 
FURNISHED condo, 5 ml UCF, share 
w/professlonal male. Put rm/bath, 
amenities, NICE. Mature male or female 
OK. $215, 1/2 elec/pho. No pets. Avail. 
Moy 24 645-5706. 
Duplex for rent 2 bdrm/2 bath 
washer/dryer, a/c, 1/2 mile to UCF Rent 
negotlable--282-8608 aft 6 p.m. 
Apartment for rent starting May l st l 
mile from UCF 2 bedroom micro, W&D 
dishwasher $400 a month 281-3776. 
Furnished bdrm for rent for the summer. 
King size waterbed, private bath. 
Available May 9 Male or female. Call 
657-2172 ask for Kelly or leave message. 
Located 3 miles from UCF. 
Family patio 3/2 home In Nearby 
Sunbursts Addn, off Univ Blvd, yard 
fenced, blinds, screened porch, double 
garage, 5585/mo, util deposits paid call 
657-4781 evens. 
2br 2 1/2 bath apt wash / 
dryer/microwave take over lease from 
May till Aug 5420 month near campus. 
658-2542 
Quest Apts 2 bedrm 2 bath opts for rent 
loaded. summer rates. 1st month $200 
regular 5425 beds if needed coll Jason 
281-4712. 
Graduating? Great! Put yourself in a re.v 
or used car with 90-days deferred 
payments. To qualify dial 678-1717 and 
ask for Billy Betterton. 
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme PS. 
PB. PN and more. Perfectly running and 
stereo/HI-Fl. Leaving Orlando to Study 
abroad. Must sell to pay for trip. Asking 
only 52750. eon Don at 699-6839. 
1976 Honda CMc. 5 s;:>eed. good cond, 
great gas mlleage. runs excellent. SHXXl 
call l'v1ork 273-0275 
T-3000 Wilson tennis racket + AM-fM 
Toyota car stereo radio. Both like new. 
Best reasonable offer. 
w) 273-2300 x 194/days/ or h) 658-1828/ 
6pm-mldnite nltes or anytime wknds/ask 
for Levi Strauss. 
White dresser w/ mirror and matching 
nightstand. 5100 658-1867/281-1319. 
1985 Cavalier type l 0 oc pb ps 4 cyl 
auto amfm tinted huch back eco 35ml 
very clean spotless carpet Qseots. 
Great grad present only $5200 must see 
one block to UCF call Ed 658-6030. 
19" color T.V. w/antenna. good cond. 
$60 or best offer. Call x4287 or x4218. 
82' Hondo CB750F Super Sport Mint 
cond only 3100 miles must see! $1800 
oba 658-4548 Todd. 
Computer, Commodore ~perpet 9000. 
DFDD, printer, documentation, dual 
microprocessors, multllanguoge 
Interpreters. $500 OBO 345-0347. 
Waterbed queen size mattress for sole 
$25671-7293. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair). 
Deliquent tax property. Repossessions. 
call 1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-4628 for 
current repo list. 
VW Sondrol! 1835 cc 90 Smm clma 
plst/cyl dual 40mm corbs nea~ str legal 
51700veryqulck 658-2542. 
1977 Pontiac Lemans. Good condition, 
+ gas mileage AC-AM/FM - 6 cy. 2 door 
750.00 call 275-6451 after 3. 
1982 Suzuki GS650F New In 86 New 
Michelin vrote tires only 1600 miles 658-
4548 Todd. 
VCR remote control digital New $130 12 
speed crulserw/lock 130 658-2542 
Beagle for sale. $25 house-ti'ained. hos 
all shots. 679-2428 weekends and after 6 
p.m. -weekdays. 
Help earn $1000 weekly, stuffing 
envelopes at home. Start immediately 
write: Hamilton Mailers, 5471 Lake Howell 
Road, Suite 128, Winter Park, Florida 
32792 
Expanding retail firm is looking for full and 
part time summer sales hep. No 
experience required. Days, nights, and 
weekends hours available. Hou~ plus 
commission average pay 55.00 to 
Sl0.00 per hour. Great SLmmer job for 
college students. Recreational Factory 
Warehouse 291-1004 Mr. Martin. 
Top S paid daily phone persons wlll troln 
flexible hrs 896-9434. 
Light Delivery need car flexible hrs. cash 
paid dally 896-9434. 
Fraternity or Sorority fundralshg 896-
9434. 
Can you test and sell stereo. 1V, amps, 
general musical merchandise? Call us 
about part time work. Happy Hocker 
Pawn Shoppe, 678-1400. 
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants, 
Travel Agents, Mechanics. Customer 
Service. Listings. Salaries to 550K. Entry 
level positions. Call l-AOS-687-6000 Ext A-
4628. 
Students needed to clean homes. Hours 
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
ROYAL PRESTIGE 
Seeking students to help supplement Its 
summer work force. 
Car eam $300 a week 
Scholarships Available 
For further Information call today: 
767-8395 
Responsible, high-paying day-care 
position for 2 children ages 11 & 9 hours 
2:30 to 6 p.m. M-F thru June 6. 
Negotiable hours for summer. Long-term 
job potential. 10 min from UCF campus. 
Transportation & references 849-2374 (8-
5); 657-7136 (ofter6 p.m.) 
SUMMER WORK 
Looking for 5 students to work with 
$375/wk plus excellent work experience 
for resume. Independent students that 
like to travel call #275-7804. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control 
Information, pregnancy tests and 
counselling. VD screening, low cost. 
confidential services and general 
anesthesia. 898-0921 
Central Florida Women· s 
Heal.th Organization 
Financial aid for college Is available 
RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call l-800-USA-
1221 ext0627 
JANUS CAREER SERVICES 
Let us direct your career search. 
Resumes - Interviews - testing - support 
until employed. Call 628- l 090. 
Free pregnancy testing confidential 
abortion education, support groups, 
community referrals. 9-5 weekdays 10-2 
Saturdays. 648-2701 make an informed 
decision. 
FAST'TYPI GSERVICE 
Quick Professional Services. Al work 
prepared on commerclol word 
processors for error free neatness. We 
use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer 
not dot-motrlx. Free rough drafts and 
revisions. Same day, weekend and 
overnight service available. Over 14,500 
satisfied students. Call671-3007 
· TYPING. Fast, accurate. reasonable. 
Close to campus. Call Berny 282-4168 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
•One mUe from UCF Campus• 
All types of student document:;. Same 
day service available. IBM letter quality 
word processing. 
Fast• Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Excellent typing/word processing. 
Editing. Theses. 273-7591. 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed I Revised I Typed - 65HXJ79 
Executive word processing services 
Term papers. theses. resumes. 
manuscripts. 15 yrs experience. Pick-
up/delivery service available. 
Academic needs may by professional 
typist. 15% student discount 24 hour 
message center 277-0329 
Typing services In my home. 
Reasonable. Call Ruth Richords - 894-
7169. 
TYPING - accurate typing from your 
copy. Resumes, term papers, notary. 876-
4126. 
Fast efficient typing. Good Rates! 2-
miles from campus. Call 657-3502. 
Need anything typed? Call Jean at 628-
2608. 51 .40/pg. 
Typing term papers, reports, letter 
reasonable. Call Dot 293-9536 or 851-
2971. 
Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal 
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection 
my specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 273-
2300 days 647-445 l eves. 
Wonted Softball players mens C League 
Winter Park Tues nites call John 869-7014. 
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM 5279 
Lowest Scheduled Airfares to all of 
Europe. (800) 325-2222 dept 490. 
Cindy, 
I want you to hold on to me anytime you 
encounter stormy weather or not, as you 
are my life preserver. Here's to the 
future, may you be in mlnelll 
Love Kon 
Psychic 
The guns and balloons mode this 
semester bearable. Thanks 'Good Luck' 
Future Butcher 
Melis, 
You're a great Best Friend. Thanks for all 
your help! I'll miss yol.( next year. Love 
always. Michele 
Get the word around by using the classifieds 
Call Mike at The Central Flroida Future 
275-2601. 
CLASSIFICATION Insertion dates: _______ _ To order classifieds multiply the total number of 
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to The 
Central Florida Future Classifieds, P.O. Box 
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by The 
Central Florida Future Business office. Prepay-
ment is required. The deadline for Tuesday's 
paper is 4:30 p.m. Thursday ,and for Thursday's 
paper 4:30 p.m. Monday. If you have any ques-
tions or comments, call Mike at 275-2601. 
0 ROOMMATES D FOR RENT 
D FOR SALE 0 HELP WANTED 
D SERVICES 0 TYPISTS 
D PERSO ALS 
$0.50 per line: Students, staff, & faculty 
$1.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses 
(Boldface extra) 
PREPAYMENT ONLY 
PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space, 












The Central Florida Future 
is now accepting applications for reporters. 
Positions are available in: 
Just stop by the CFF office and talk to Kathy or Chad. 
The Central Florida Future 
Experience worth a 1,000 A's 
The Entertainment Complex Of Central_ Florida 
BEAT THE 
CLOCK 
8:00 FREE Drinks 
9:00 50¢ Drinks 
10:00 $1.00 Drinks 
1-2:00 50¢ Drinks 
LIP-SYNC 














FREE ADMISSION FOR 
LADIES 







1 :00 DRAFT 
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex 
In The State Of Florida ~~1 ~t ~w\~ 
4893 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando • 851-3962 ~ 
. . ... . - . ... - ' 
"Timing is 
Everything .. :' 
File your incom tax 
return now. You'll b 
relaxed and less likely 
to make error . If 
you've got a refund 
coming you'll get it 
faster. Mak your best 
play now, don't wait 
until the last inning! 
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REPORTERS NEEDED! 
Call 275-2865 for more info. The Central 
Florida Future. 
If college gets too expensive, we'll lose some of America's most 
promising doctors, teachers, and engineers-in-training. S.o let's 
all go to bat for them. By helping the United Negro· college Fund 
keep tuition down at 42 predominantly black colleges:-
GIVE TO THE_UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND. 
A ml_nd Is a terrible thing to waste. ·. r!I 
. . . . 
Cli 191" United Ne9ro Coll~• Fund Inc. A Publfc Service of Thts Newap .. per &. The Advertli lng Council ~I 
Don't Drink and Drive. 
Your life may depend on it. 
THE HAIR SHOP 
IE!_ Precision Style Cut $9.00 
--,~ FULL SERVICE SALON 
10509 E. Colonial Or. WALK-INS WELCOME 
(Wlnn·Dlxie Cente~} 282·1700 
.._ UNION PARK Dally 9-5 • Thurs. 'tll 8 _.... 
Spruce up 
your 




THE MAACO SUPREME Paint Service 
REG. $349.95 NOW $299.95 
• Chem11;dl · :1E'cin rg • ThLo ' uugn Surl<1<.. l' S<111 .ln4 
• Ma1;h1·1 .. S.inrJwa M·> st S·m1s .in! s - ra w n ... , 
• P 111'1C ,!11d B1m. r - Sa1 J F<-!;i ll •e:•" ! A11•1 -. cl~· 41' :1111 .. ! 
• Fuoi C<o,JI cd Pr' ~ "'' ";t;alf•r • R1:11 11 I · w1 1r 
Durat ·ilr t1 f>t11" C. 1 .-11~:,,tJ t.:11.J 1111· I • Ar pli "' ' ''~I' •IL• I 





753 N. Hwy. 17-92 
8t10Mi . N. of434 
before Goodyear 
M.UCO Auto P1rnbng & Bo1ty11oru 
m independent tnncn1sts ol 
MMCO Enter1mus 
I :_ 




OWllEllS Lil & F r~o Ph r llr~s Sem Co Ch1mber 






=· Congratulations To Our New 
Golden Key Members 
TOUCH ME. 
HEAR ME. 
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a 
challenging yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College 
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of 
research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited 
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and 
our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-
sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time. or part-
time if you are employed in the field. 
For information on these programs or a free brochure. com-
plete and mail the coupon belo . Or call (617) 437-2708. 
Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and I I udiolog · Pr?grams. I 
I Bo ton-Bouve liege of Human De ·elopment Professions I 06 DK. ortheastern Um ·ersity 360 Hunti on A e Boston A 02115. I 
I ame P one I 
I ddr~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Cit Sae z p I 
[_:_~.2tl~~~em!J.~f ersityJ 





National Honor Society 
., 
Crew capsizes opponen s 
by Christopher Steely 
CE ITRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF crew finished a close 
second to Florida Institute of 
Technology at the Florida 
Intercollegiate Rowing Association 
state championships in Tampa on 
Saturday. The team finished ahead 
of Rollins College, University of 
Miami, University of Florida, 
Jacksonville University, Flagler 
College and other guest teams from 
around the state. 
The varsity womenJs eight 
claimed a gold medal and the state 
championship for the fourth year in 
·a row, defeating Florida Institute of 
Technology, University of Miami 
and Rollins College. "Their timing 
was right," said coach Dennis 
Kamrad, "It may have been the 
women's first win of the season, but 
they couldn't have picked a better 
time to do it." 
Chris Steelev/Centrol Florido Fuft;re 
The men's varsity eight, men's 
varsity four, men's lightweight four 
and women's varsity four all placed 
second to very · strong crews while 
defeating several others. The 
freshman/novice crew also rowed 
well against competing teams, but 
only managed to outstroke 
Jacksonville, Rollins and Miami 
in their respective events. 
The ladies show the winning form they hope to display at Nationals in May. 
Chris Stealey /Central Florida Future 
"The men's varsity eight rowed 
their best race of the year," 
explained Kam rad. "The 
freshman/novice crew also rowed 
good raced considering several 
sudden illnesses. Overall, we had a 
very strong showing and fell to 
outstanding crews by fractions of 
seconds." 
Last week, the team competed in 
the Governor's Cup Regatta in 
Melbourne. Boats finishing with 
gold medals included the men's 
varsity lightweight four and the 
men's novice e~ght. 
Chris Steeley/Central Florida Future 
Easy does it. Don't drop the boat. The men are relaxing after another one of their successful meets. 
PLEASE! 
IB3 TIJJ (GTI[I1rn; 
W@TIJJfil 
~ rn;~ 'Ir IB3 rn; I1 'Ir 
~ ~" . 
1\ . . . 
Don't lake '\Our Organs lb Heaven 
Hea\en Knows'\\.eNeed Them Here. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
o IF ih~ Iln JF fi Il Il ®fr 
o CCilmimm§ 




AIL Dinner Prices Include: French Fires, Cole Slaw & Garlic Roll 
200 t. Mrehtgon Ave. UU tn1-mottonof brav. 
Offontto, ft 3tt06 • Odond~ ft U809' 
294 w. ttwr~ 4~ @.io6lf E. eotohfot Dr. 
Attc:unonl• S:~oi. Fl 12114 Uhfon Purk. fl 1Ut7 
·@,~ lanestote 1lo0d 
Qfando .. Fl -32409 
@e20 W. Sfote Rd ... 3.4 
longwood, fl 32750 
,_._~ 1- PEN 24 HOURS A DAY• 7 DAYS A WEEK 
As a Peace Corp volunteer, you could h Ip p ople in dev I ping 
countries obtain the kill they need to grow their own fi :l. 
The Peace Corps trains volunteer with agriculture degree 
or experience. Call toll,free 800-424-8580. And put your 
experience to work where it can do a world of good. 
U.S. Peace Cor~s. 
The toughest job you'll ever love. 
A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council 
Discount Movie 
Tickets 
at the Kiosk 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 









Go to the movies with ... 
Student Government 
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Cruising the world of sports 
~~~;;:;~;;;;;~~;;;~;~; =1;.;~;;~bn;~;;~;~;:l;;~;;~;~;;~;. ;. ;~;~:;~,;:~;;:;::f:.:;~=1:::.1=1=1=1;;1=1~1;:;;;1~1:;:1 
other happennings throughout the Sports 
World. 
My first topic is unknown professional 
leagues in the U.S. I was flipping through 
the TV channels when I saw volleyball on 
ESPN. No, it wasn't a college or national 
game. 
It was PROFESSIONAL women's 
volleyball. Yes, that's right. I said, 
the SG softball team. (Just kidding, guys.) 
But, as a good friend keeps reminding me 
when my Orioles clobber his Tribe, "Hey. 
It's early yet." 
Classified for someone over in the SID 
office who specializes in "SMALL" talk: 
Roger who? 
At the core of the sun the pressure is believed to 
be over a billion times greater than that at the 
bottom of the Pacific Ocean. At such a 
tremendous pressure, the stellar hydrogen and 
helium fuel would be compressed to fifteen times 
the density of lead. 
Service provided by The Society of Physics students 
"professional." 
For those of you previously uninformed 
people, this is, I believe, an eight-team 
league. Teams are located in places like 
Chicago, San Diego and Minnesota. I 
News from the NHL: With the Stanley Cup 
play-offs now going on, it looks like the 
Edmonton Oilers are the team to beat. 1-----------------------
wonder what the pay is like? 
It is good for one reason: it gives a chance 
for ladies who like the game, and are still 
good, a chance. Otherwise, the only place to 
play is overseas, a la the late Flo Hyman. 
Presently, several Olympians are involved· 
either playing or coaching. 
Do you think that if everybody jn the area 
would write the Head Guy/Gal, they would 
give Orlando an expan.sion team? Nab!!! 
And now a word from Major League 
Baseball: Yes, Milwaukee, there is an 
Easter Bunny. Can you believe that the 
Brewers have won their first 12 games of the 
season? That is almost as surprising as 
Cleveland only winning three games so 
far. 
The Brew Crew is doing it with veterans, 
like Yount and Molitor, playing as if they 
were you,ng again, and youngsters, like 
Surhoff and Nieves, playing like seasoned 
veterans. 
Gretzky, Kurri, Coffey and Co. are really at 
the top of their game. 
The one team that can give them trouble is 
the Calgary Flames. The Flames took all 
but two games from Edmonton during the 
regular season. 
My final comment is about women's 
tennis. West German teen-ager Steffi Graf 
(currently number two) is now, in my 
opinion, the number one female in the 
world. She has easily defeated the other top 
four players. She sent down Martina 
Navratilova in 52 minutes, Chris Evert-(not 
for much longer) Lloyd in 54 minutes and 
Hana Mandlikova in 50. Need I say more? 
The Sugar Ray/Bernard King Syndrome: 
Andrea Jaeger, once ranked as high as 
number two in, will be attempting a 
comeback. Before you ask, she is still 
young.19 or 20, I think. She stopped playing 
professional tennis when she was 16/1 7 due 
to several nagging injuries, including 
shoulder, lower back and knee problems. 
Personally, I think she should stay out. I 
mean, why risk further injuries. 
Louie•s 
Fish Rry 
"CH.All-BROILED PICNIC STYLE" 
Fish, Hamburgers & Foot-Long Hot Dogs 
658·0555 
E. HIGHWAY 50, NEXT TO WAL-MART 
between Dean Rd. & Alafaya Tr. 
EAT IN or TAKE OUT 
CALL AHEAD FOR FASTER SERVICE PLEASEll 
• FREE DRINKS with food purchase & student 1.0. ----- --------------------I 
~ FISH & CHIPS I I I ... I 
I f;r.. WITH DRINK 
I 
I Cft I 
I • $2.79 
I 
I ~ ,s= I 
I • Ul I 
I ;S •11'4 off er good with coupon only I I 
The Indians, on the other hand, are just the 
opposite. The older guys are playing like 
they should be on welfare, while the 
youngsters are playing like they belong to 
Well, that just about does it for this week's 
episode. Tune in next week for up-dates on 
Sumo wrestling, cricket, darts and skeet 
shooting. 
I C ~ 
.~ ONE COUPON PER PERSON . EXPIRES I 5/3/87 J 1----- --------------------
DRINK ·IN BARS 
~ 
NOT IN CARS 
POSITIO 
or Expe(e 
UCF Dr g 
AVAILABLE: Graduate Assistant 
ced Upperclassman to direct the 
& Alcohol Awareness Center. 
Submit resume, 2 letters of reference and cover letter to 
the UCF Health Resource Center • 281-5841 
~B CCHUS 
UCF Drug and Alcohol Awareness 
Center 








The only publication listing Central Florioo's 400 largest 
firms. their personnel directors AND each company's 
frequent employment needs. updated quarterly. 
PLUS 
• Strallgff for ~ fie 01ardo job l!la'Ml 
• ea- Madi fps tom a perSOl'l'llil eucufw 
• c.nt a Florm'a ir0Js1r)' !Jowf\ ttnds 
Available at 
UCF Bookstore 
Orlando: The nation's fastest-growing labor market. 
GET AN EDGE ON YOUR COMPETmON - BUY A COPY TODA YI 
Available at local bookstores or send $16.99 + 2.00 postage and· handling 
to: Edge Publishing, P.O. Box 3621, Longwood, FL 32779. Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. Also Available at U.C.F. Bookstore. 
Extra 
6493 East Colonial (Hwy 50) 
Orlando, FL 32807 • 281-4144 
(50) 

















21. 1987. 7 
Orlando: Anxio sly a g NBA 
To: IBA Commissioner David Stern 
From: le 
Re: The future sight of a certain BA 
franchise 
Sir, we here in Orlando are becoming a tad 
antsy over this new franchise bit. We're 
sitting here in can't-miss city with ticket 
sales dangling in the clouds, a space cleared 
for a first-rate coliseum, and puppy-dog 
enthusiasm shared by almost all. And yet so 
far, you have cast us aside like a moist 
Kleenex. 
1 It is great, fine, and dandy that your five-
m ember committee has decided that 
Charlotte is "City Beautiful," in perfect 
health to accept an NBA team in 1988-89. The 
ACC could always use more membership. 
Hey, we do not even mind very much that 
Minneapolis was given the go-ahead nod in 
1989-90. The polar bears could use a night out 
on the town. 
But to put us in a one-on-one matchup with 
Miami was downright dumb. You have 
created a conflict between two cities that 
never really enjoyed exchanging 
Christmas cards in the first place. Good 
cheer does not sit well with either city. 
You have opened the door of opportunity for 
anyone who cares to comment. An idiot 
windbag Orlando Sentinel columnist 
insisted that Miami was fourth in the 
country in roach infestation and fifth in 
fleas. Ano her guy from the same paper 
urged his readers to write to you, Mr. Stern, 
and let you know what they think of their 
opposition. Thus far anyway, Orlando leads 
with its lip. 
. The whole truth, Your Commissionership, 
is t~at Central Florida really is a great place 
to msert your next franchise. We have in 
our cor~er a solid ownership base, a rising 
population, more tourists than a candy store 
has ants, a great bunch of residents that are 
just begging to see professional basketball, 
and an all around squeaky-clean image. 
It has been a long journey. A little more 
than a year to be exact. Lives have not been 
the same since. Visions of Bird, Magic, and 
Jordan fill our heads, Mr. Stern, and it is 
getting harder by the day to bottle our 
excitement. Word has it that a meeting is 
scheduled for tomorrow and expansion just 
might be a key issue. We Orlandoians want 
to know. We want to know now. 
Time's up, Dave. Open the envelope. 
WE TAKE 
THE HASSLE 





When yo~ don't ha~e a lot of things to move or a lot of money to spend, 
your choices are hmited. You could move yourself or use a moving 
company that will charge you for a ton no matter how much you have. 
Most moving companies aren't concerned with small shipments. 
Al American Red Ball. if you have a few things to move that weigh 1 ,000 
pounds or less. we'll be happy to move them for you with the same 
pro_fess1onal care we give to whole hoL1se:holds . We'll give you pickup and 
dehvery dates you can count on at a very affordable price . 
Our small shipment service is just right for moving to or from school ... 
from one apartment to another ... or to your new job. So, when your 
moving needs are small. think American Red Ball. We'll make it easy 
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Cindy Cowen/Central Florida 'Future 
Student Government's cente~ielder is seen here sliding safely into third. Danny 
Chinelli made several key catches to keep the SG in the game. 
Puppy stompers spade S.G. 
Once again, justice has prevailed. 
The Student Government dogs fell prey to 
the dominant and overpowering Central 
Florida Future puppy stampers, 19-18, in the 
annual SG vs. CFF softball game Friday. 
Last year the dogs dug a hole and hid their 
heads after a 24-14 thrashing. Although this 
year's v1ctory was not quite as conv1ncing, 
the superior journalists sent SG wimpering 
all the way back to the senate room. 
If there was a shortage of beer at The Pig 
Friday night, blame our fearless leader Don 
Wittekind. The afternoon started with Don, 
along with sidekick Chris Richcreek, 
buying all the beer that would fit in the trunk 
. of Don's car. ( It was a lot of booze,! kid you 
not). 
Needless to say I was a very cheerful 
manager. The Umps weren't doing too bad 
either. ( A special thanks to Neil LaBar, 
Loren Knutson and Dan Whitiker for 
keeping the game under control}. 
A superior game plan along with plenty of 
E's from the SG infield provided the CFF 
staff with a healthy lead in the early 
innings. As far as I can remember, SG 
captured the- lead in the game only once, in 
the eighth inning. CFF retaliated with a 
strong ninth inning surge to overtake the 
dogs. 
And now its time for some awards ... 
CFF MVP-Our MVP honors go to Keith 
Porter. Keith knocked a three run homer for 
CFF. He also provided relief clutch 
pitching. 
SG MVP- The dogs asked me to name ex-
student body president Ira Smith as MVP . 
They say "Thanks Ira for not playing, gosh 
knows what would have happened if you 
did." . 
The He Really Can Play Even If He Is 
The Boss Award- Goes to Don Wittekind. 
(Do I get my raise now, Don?) 
Best Play - Goes to me. My superb 
handling of the line-up, and for controlling 
and organizing a bunch of men. (which, by 
the way, is a normal day's work for me). 
That about wraps it up, thanks for being · 
great sports SG! See ya next year. 
Vt American AMERICAN :I: LUNG ASSOCIATION tAM&rAN Hearf fr T,.,. CMstmas Sul People CAtfCER Association SOCE1Y" 





If detected early 
the cure rate for 
colorectal cancer is 
very high. 
Because we now 
know how to detect 
it early. And we 
know how to fight it 
once we detect it. 
Write us for our 
imple checkup 
guidelines. · 
• Permanent Hair Removal now In Orlando! 
• SpeclallzJng exclusively In the 
Insulated Bulbous Probe Method 
• Proven Immediate Results with 
Comfortable Treatments 
• Featured In Leading Magazlnes and seen on 
"Good Morning America" 
260·5715 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 0 LY! 
--------------------------AMERICAN I FREE Y2 HOUR TREATME T I 
~ I • By Appointment Only • A $30 Value I 
. rth it. WITH THIS COUPON, EXPIRES 5-31-87 I 
iL--------------------------1 
Classifieds 
Your key to the future Call Mike at 275-2601 
J&L 
. OFFICE SUPPLIES 
TOWER PLACE 
10376 E. Colonial Dr . 
. ii 277·7776 ~ 
Over 3,000 Items 
Stocked For Your Needsl 
10% Discount Offered 





Unlock your potential in a 
few short months. 
A complete course for men's and women's hair design. 
Quality education. We core about your future. 
• Full or Part Time • Placement Assistance • Student Grants 
• Days or Nights • Financial Aid • GSL Student Loans 
call for an appointment 




HAIR DESIGN GRADUATES 
GET MORE THAN EDUCATION -
THEY GET JOBS! 
· l.H.S. 
Tax Auditor Positions 
Available 
Requires 3.5 overall G.P.A 
Any major, 
Alumni or May Graduates. 
£." 
~ Contact the Career Resource 
Placement Center as soon as possible, 
Ex. 2361 Adm. 124 for an interview 
appointment on April 27,1987. 
_., ·~ 
Employment will be in 
Southeast Florida. Starting 






THURS,. FRI. & SAT. APRIL 23, 24, & 25 
at 
FREE Chevron FREE 
DRAWING FOOD-MART GRAND PRIZE 
100 Gallons of 12190 University Blvd. DRAWING Gasoline 
to be given away 
each day of 
Anniversary Event 











10 a.m .• 
3 for S 1.00 1 p.m. 
Orlando, FL 32817 















8 OZ. SIZE 
BUY ONE GET ONE 
FREE 
Old Milwaukee & Old Milwaukee Lite Budweiser 8r Bud Light 
6~k~1~~. 259 
N.R. Bottles plustax 
BEER 
6 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans 
---------ChevronNisa/Mastercard Accepted 
Saturday Guests ELSIE THE ANIMATED COW & THE MOOSEHEAD MOOSE 
BRING THE KIDS 
Free Popcorn, Candy, Lollipops, Balloons, and Gum!!! 
6 Pk. 12 Oz. Bottles 
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(Top) John Friday broke the season 
school record for most blocked 
shots with 7 4 on the year. The men's 
basketball team also finished with 
their best season ever in Division I 
with 73 wins.Photo by Joe Weinstein. 
(Middle Right) Elgin Davis is one of 
three UCF football players who is 
expected to go in the NFL draft on 
April 28. The Knights finished the 
season with their best record in 
years, 6-5. 
Photo by Rob Perry. 
(Middle Left) Tracy Hart helped the 
Lady Knights smash their opponents 
on their way to the New South 
Women's Athletic Conference title. 
Photo by Joe Weinstein. 
(Bottom Right) Aaron Sam received 
the UCF Outstanding player of the 
year awarded by the Orlando 
Touchdown Club. Photo by Rob 
Perry. 
(Bottm Left) Teddy Wilson ripped up 
the UCF record books breaking 
almost every pass receiving record 
SPORTS 
MEMORIES 
··*nu~ Cl'lltml Florida Future 
Special Thanks 
The Central Florida 
Future sports staff would 
like to thank Sports 
Information Directors 
N ei1 LaBar1 and Bob 
Cefalo for their help and 
support throughout the 
year. Bob and Neil have 
provided us with 
countless amounts of 
information. Thanks 
guys for everything. 
